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Abstract
Speed cameras are a new introduction on the roads of Mauritius. Indeed, they have been recently implemented by the
Government of Mauritius and is seen a must due to increasing casualties on the road and more and more reckless
drivers. This research work highlights the development of a location-aware Android mobile application to assist
drivers in preventive driving and to respect Road Traffic Regulations. This is used more specifically for a fleet of
vehicles owned by a company. The main scope is to detect speed cameras found around the highways of Mauritius. A
fundamental part of the application is to develop an application keeping in mind a real time approach since the
application has to respond to time frame constraints. This lead to choices like an internal database found on the
smartphone itself. A way of storing the position of the vehicle is also implemented to act as log files which can be
consulted by the person in charge of the fleet of vehicles. The work has been implemented successfully and tested at
various steps of the development of the application in different situations to ensure a successful result.
Keywords: Speed cameras, Software engineering, Geolocation, Android runtime environment
Introduction
1A

study conducted in the UK by Professor Richard
Allsop from Royal Automobile Club Foundation found
that that the number of fatal and serious collisions near
551 fixed speed cameras dropped by 27% after the
cameras were put in place (P. Owen, 2013). It has been
further demonstrated that speed camera plays an
important role in changing a driver’s behaviour, speed
camera not only encourage the drivers to slow down,
but to also abide by road signs (Camerassavelives,
2016).
With the safety of its citizen in mind, on the 10th
May 2013, the Government of Mauritius launched the
Speed Camera Enforcement System to help enforce
road safety and by the end of 2015, an approximate 50
Speed Cameras have been installed at strategic point
around Mauritius (Map, 2013). This era is now
governed by technology and it was not long before the
arrival of speed cameras applications (apps) on
different platform. These apps are now able to alert
you when you are approaching a speed camera using
GPS to locate your position. These are used as a
preventive measure only to encourage drivers to be
more prudent and to help respect the road rules and
regulations.
In this work, we propose to use Geolocation which
is a technology that uses data acquired from an
individual’s computer or mobile device (any type of
*Corresponding author’s ORCID ID: 0000-0001-9593-0494

radio or network-connection-enabled device) to
identify or describe his/her actual physical location
(Isaca, 2011). This technology is the basis for location
based service (LBS) running on smartphones.
Locating a device nowadays requires finding the
relative distance of the device with respect to satellites,
cell towers or access points (APs). Once the distance
known, algorithms- triangulation or trilateration
algorithms for example - are used to determine the
relative position of the device. While triangulation does
not consider the angle of the arriving signal at the
device, the triangulation process does depend on this
angle. The main technologies available are Wi-Fi
Positioning System, Cell Tower Trilateration and Global
Positioning System (GPS) (IIC, 2017).
The aim of this work is to develop an application
called SpeedCam App that will be functional without
internet connection and will run on Android OS. A
company using this application will assist drivers in
preventive driving and respect road traffic rules and
regulations. Although there does exists applications on
the Google Play Store for different applications for
speed camera detection, the main issue is usually these
applications have been developed mainly for European
or American countries. The objectives of the work are
to:


Develop an app that will keep a database of speed
cameras in Mauritius
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Allow an administrator to configure user access
Allow user to detect the nearest speed camera and
its speed limit
Allow the administrator to analyse logs of the
vehicles whereabouts.

System Analysis and Design
The development of this fleet management with a
speed camera detector application needs careful
planning and structuring. Issues may furthermore arise
if a well-defined methodology is not adopted. After
evaluating the prototyping model and the Rapid
Application Development (RAD) model, the waterfall
model was chosen.

The waterfall model was the most suitable for
addressing the needs of the project which demanded a
structured and robust methodology (S. Maheswari et al
(2012), M. Long (2015). A background research was
first conducted about GPS, Android and speed cameras
locations in Mauritius (Map, 2013). It was observed
that speed cameras were more frequent along the
motorway M1, M2 and just a few ones were scattered
in other places. The speed camera locations were
hence found - on different days - by driving in a vehicle
and finding the respective positions of the camera. The
path taken along the motorway M1, M2 is shown in Fig.
1 below.

Fig. 1: Path taken to locate speed cameras (Google Maps)
The proposed application will have various features as
described below:
Administrators (admins) can configure the system by
adding or deleting user, vehicles or details of logs. They
will furthermore have the same functionalities as a
non-admin user has. Users on their side will be able to
login and access the menu for user. They can then
choose between either finding the distance away from
the nearest speed camera or view all the cameras on a
map. The process to find the location of the
smartphone and find the distance required is as
follows:


Getting the location of the smartphone

On choosing the activity for finding the distance to the
nearest speed camera, the application will first check if
the GPS settings of the phone is on. In case the GPS is
off, the application will redirect the user to the Settings
of the smartphone in order to switch the GPS on. The
location of the smartphone (hence the car) is then
found using the GPS sensor in the mobile phone. This
will return the latitude and longitude of the current
position of the mobile phone.


Finding the distance to the nearest speed
camera

In order to find the distance between the car and the
speed camera, an algorithm called the Haversine
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algorithm (discussed later) is used. This gives us the
distance between two locations on a sphere. The
application will then display the distance from the
nearest camera and the specifications of the speed
camera (speed limit, name and location). The system
will also record information in form of logs which can
then be consulted by the admins.
The one-tier architectural design has been chosen
for designing the app because the user does not have to
be connected to the internet each time they are using
the application unlike the application Mauritius Road
Alert App (Google app.) which lead to complaints as
per feedback left by users on the Android Play Store.
Data available locally in the SQLite database will also
be used (Taves et al 2015).
The algorithm used to calculate distance is the
Haversine formula. The Haversine formula calculates
the distance over the earth’s surface between two
locations by using the latitude and longitude of the two
locations. The Haversine equation is given below:
a (sin

x sin

)

√ √
d= R x c
where
refers to latitude of first location
refers to latitude of second location
refers to the difference in longitude
R is the earth’s radius ( mean radius 6371 km)
d is distance between the 2 locations
The values needed from the Camera table are first
queried from the database and stored in an array. The
structure of the array used to store the queried values
and the calculated distance from the nearest camera is
shown in Table 1.

After going through the details of designs and
algorithms to be used, the application was then
implemented. The hardware used is a laptop Dell witht
the following specifications:
Processor
Intel® Core™ i5
Memory (RAM) 8.00 GB
System Type 64 bit Operating System
Hard-disk Drive 1 TB
The software used to implement the Android
application is Windows 10 Home edition with IDE
Android studio running the emulator Android Virtual
Device (Nexus 6) (Gargenta (2014), Grothaus (2016) .
The Android Virtual Device was first used as the
emulator for testing and as the application progressed
a physical device used in the USB Debugging mode was
preferred. After coding the application the various
components were tested. The response of the
application was recorded and the application
evaluated. Depending on the software being developed,
different testing strategy may be developed.
In this work, we have chosen the bottom-up testing
strategy. This allows us to first test the lowest level
components. The testing was done at different
development phase, this explains the difference in
interface shown in the screenshots. System testing is a
type of software testing conducted on a whole
integrated software.
This ensures that the system is compliant to the
requirements initially set. Table 2 shows the testing
screenshots taken for both the administrator and nonadministrator users.
Table 2: System testing table

Test ID

Test

1

System testing on the
Admin side

2

System testing on the
Non-admin side

Table 1: Structure of array used for storing distance

Implementation and testing of the Speed Cam
application

Observed
Result
Fig. 2(a)
Fig. 2(b)
Fig. 3(a)
Fig. 3(b)
Fig. 4(a)
Fig. 4(b)
Fig. 5(a)
Fig. 5(b)
Fig. 6(a)
Fig. 6(b)
Fig. 7(a)
Fig. 7(b)

For the test ID 1, on the admin side, the user should be
able to access all the information about users, speed
cameras and logs. The admin should also be able to go
to the User Menu. The screenshots below (Figs. 5-8)
show the different activities which can be accessed by
the user. For test ID 2, the testing deals with the nonadmin user part. The figures below (Figs. 9-10) show
the different possibilities if the user is a nonadministrator.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2(a): Speed Cameras , (b): Displaying list of Speed cameras

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a): Choosing Cassis/RCPL, (b): Details of speed camera chosen

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4(a): Choosing Logs, (b): Log details
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 (a): Choosing go to User Menu, (b): Displaying User Menu

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 (a): Choosing View all speed, (b): Map of all speed cameras

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7(a): Choosing View distance, (b): Nearest speed camera distance detected
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Conclusions
In this paper we have successfully designed and
implemented a Speed Cam App for use in the highways
of Mauritius. It has been shown that the tests
conducted on the application fulfilled the achievement
of the objectives of the research work. With each
failure of a test, a way was found to counter and correct
the error. The application can be compiled in Android
studio and then can be deployed on the Google Store by
the Administrator.
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